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There are now over 700 million                 in the        - and the number is 

rising by more than 40 million each      . The average           driven by            

is growing too - from 8            per         in                 in        to 25 

           in       .                   on                 has given rise to 

                , including                          ,                                 , 

                     and         . While                               are far less 

harmful than        used to be,                and             are becoming more 

crowded than ever, often with               ,         and        , which emit excessive 
                                   . This                                makes               in 

              unpleasant and sometimes dangerous to breathe. Even          has 

joined the                                                                       . In 

             ,                     is a major                . Until a hundred        ago, 
most            were in the 20     range, the           conveniently accessible by 

       .                 could only be carried by         or       . The 

                                    brought                     to              and made 

                             possible over a much wider       . Today about 90 per cent 

of                  in the                  is carried by       . Clearly the 

       cannot revert to the                    . Can     avoid being locked into 
                                   of transporting          and        ? In          most 

         are still designed for the old modes of            . Adaptation to the 

            has involved adding             ,                   and               . In 

the                , more        is assigned to       use than to          . 

               means that                         is next to impossible. Mass use of 
                has also killed or injured millions of         . Other                  
have been blamed on the       such as              and                                 . 
               by the                                                     found that car 

            is seven times as costly as                in terms of the 

                             entails such as             ,            ,            , 

                                       ,                                 , and so on. Yet 

       easily surpass          or         as a flexible and convenient mode of 

                    . It is unrealistic to expect          to give up                in 
favour of               .                       can reduce the                     and 

increase the                       of          . But                    and 

                    depend on which         are preferred by             and how        

are driven. Many          buy               than        need for                  or 

waste        by driving aggressively. Besides,                      is increasing at a 

faster        than the                                                           
 which 

             is now making possible. One            that has been put forward is the 

long-term            of designing          and                  so that                    
are not necessary - all                      being located within walking            or 

easily accessible by                   . Not only would this save          and cut 

                          , it would also enhance the                                , 
putting the            on          instead of       .                         is already 
bringing this about in              . But few                           are blessed 

with               - and                - to make such                     in 

                    . A more likely             seems to be a                of 

                       for                                  , with                              
for              and                                    for                 . 

                                  might be used to ensure that            pay            
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geared to actual        use. Better                                          is also 

highly desirable - and made more feasible by                    . But              are 

            for              which can afford       . In most                        , 
            and                     continue to predominate. 
 


